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STEWARDS LIST
If you need representation or 
have questions about issues or 
your rights, your shop stewards 
can assist you!

April Hughes – Cardiology

Jorge Sermeno – Cardiology

Michael Hsu – Cath Lab

Gilbert Alvarado – Cath Lab

Salvador Ordaz – Central 
Supply

Dulce Sandoval – Central 
Supply

Victor Martinez – Float Pool

Mailinh Nguyen – Float Pool

Catherine Ewing – Labor/
Delivery

Michelle Riggins – M3

Jody Ponkilla – M4

Glenn Sagun – Mr

Ron Rosano – OR

Hannah Le – Pharmacy

Binh Phan – Physical Therapy

Nathaniel Maxwell – PICU/
PEDS

Dave Seboldt – Plant 
Maintenance

Josh Jesus – Radiology

Katie Le – Radiology

Greg Hester – Respiratory 
Therapy

Monique Tu – Ultrasound

Justin Evans – Warehouse

Ann Stonick – ICU

Magdalena Antal – Laboratory

 LAST INCREASE COMING UP ...
GET READY TO FIGHT FOR MORE!

In accordance with Article 13 of our contract, it’s time for us to receive our 
last pay increase under our current contract. Increases will go into effect 
the first full pay period following April 1.

• Full- and part-time employees with less than 10 years of service,  
whose rates are at or below their appropriate step on the wage scale 
based on their years of service, will receive an increase between  2.75 
percent and 3.0 percent.

• Full- and part-time employees with at least 10 years of service as of 
April 1, 2019, shall receive a minimum increase of 2.75 percent and a 
maximum of 5.0 percent based on their years of service and how far 
away they are from the appropriate step on the wage scale.

• Per diem employees shall receive an increase of 2.75 percent
The increase should appear on your May 3 paycheck, which reflects the 
first full pay period after April 1 (April 14-27).

WELCOME NEW SHOP 
STEWARD ANN STONICK

“I have been an ICU secretary for about 20 years, but I have 
worked for the hospital for 30 years. I became a steward 
because our unit needs representation, and we didn’t have 
any until now.”



NUHW 
STORE

Get your NUHW gear  
at NUHW.org/store

Free CE courses  
at NUHW.org/CE

Subscribe to our 
e-newsletter at  

NUHW.org/pulse

ONLINE CE 
COURSES
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For more information, contact NUHW Organizer 
Luis Vega at (714) 822-9308 or lvega@nuhw.org. 

PATIENT CARE 
COMMITTEE UPDATE

Weingarten rights are your right to union representation in any situation involving 
potential disciplinary action. The name Weingarten comes from a 1975 U.S. Supreme 
Court case in which the court ruled that all workers have the right to union representation 
when a supervisor or boss asks for information that could be used as the basis for 
discipline.

However, it is YOUR responsibility to request representation. If your boss says they want 
to meet with you, you must ask them “could this lead to discipline?” If the answer is anything 
other than “No,” tell your boss you’re invoking your right to have a union rep present in the 
meeting, and that you will not answer any questions until your union rep is present.

WHAT ARE 

WEINGARTEN RIGHTS?

“If this discussion could in any way lead to my being disciplined or terminated, or affect 
my personal working conditions, I request that my union representative be present at 
the meeting. Without representation, I choose not to answer any questions.”

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS — AND CARRY THEM WITH YOU

THIS MONTH’S SHOP STEWARD 
TRAINING

The Patient Care Committee is 
meeting again. Show stewards 
Mailinh Nguyen (Float Pool, CNA), 
Michelle Riggins (M3, CNA), and 
Dave Sebolt (Plant Maintenance), 
are involved in this committee.

The committee will meet with 
top management within the next 
month to follow up on items from 
our last meeting, including broken 
equipment and missing supplies.

“It is important that we raise our 
concerns because 
we are the ones 
providing direct 
patient care,” said 
shop steward 
Michelle Riggins, 
CNA.

Dave Sebolt, second from left, shop steward for Engineering, trained new 
stewards on their rights and responsibilities in representing members and 
working with management. Welcome to new Shop Steward Magdalena Antal 
from the Lab!  

USC KECK  
HEALTHCARE WORKERS  

SAY UNION YES!
One-hundred and twenty more 

workers at USC Keck Hospital 
voted to join NUHW this month. 
NUHW represents just over 
1,000 healthcare workers at USC 
Keck Hospital and Norris Cancer 
Institute. These new NUHW 
members works at the sleep center, 
internal medicine clinic, and the 
call center. They voted to join the 
fight for better wages, benefits, 
improve working conditions and 
better patient care. Welcome, 
brothers and sisters, to NUHW!


